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Computational Geometry Homework 2 HS12Url: http://www.ti.inf.ethz.ch/ew/courses/CG12/
Exercise 1 (15 points)Desribe and analyze an algorithm for omputing the onvex hull of n random points in theplane. By random points we mean that eah of the n points is hosen independently anduniformly at random from either the unit square, or the unit disk.Your algorithm should in both ases have expeted runtime O(n), where the expetation isover the random hoie of the input point set and (possibly) internal random hoies of thealgorithm.
Hint: Use randomized inremental onstrution! You may assume the following results (see e.g.
http://arxiv.org/abs/1111.5340): The onvex hull of n points hosen independently anduniformly at random has an expeted number of(i) O(log n) verties, if the points are hosen from the unit square, and(ii) O( 3

p
n) verties, if the points are hosen from the unit disk.

Exercise 2 (15 points)Let P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} be a set of points in the plane (not all of them on the same line). Provethat there is a triangulation of the verties of the onvex hull onv(P) with the property thatthe irumirle of every triangle ontains the whole set P.
Exercise 3 (30 points)Prepare a short presentation (between 4 and 6 minutes) of the survey you did in the previoushomework. You will have an opportunity to give a trial talk in an exerise session. This trialtalk will not be graded and gives you a hane to reeive feedbak from the assistant and yourfellow students. In the following exerise session, you will then give the talk one more in frontof a larger audiene and your performane will be graded.
General guidelines. This exerise has two goals. Firstly, you should learn how to put together aninteresting presentation. This means that you must do some researh. Get an overview aboutthe topi at hand: What is it all about, and why is it interesting? (You have already donethis in the last homework.) Furthermore you have to develop an idea of what to present andhow to present it, whih brings us to the seond goal: Your audiene should learn somethingworthwhile by attending your presentation. You should seriously think about what you wantthis to be. Talks that have not been prepared with this goal in mind an be very painful toendure and this will reet in the grading.



Preparation. Use eletroni slides! It doesn't matter whether you use Powerpoint, Keynote,Slitex, Beamer, or anything else. These days, the only serious alternative to eletroni slidesare pure blakboard talks, but sine your talk will be 4-6 minutes, giving a blakboard talk isprobably not a good idea. Well-prepared slides guide you through your talk almost automati-ally. Choose suitable olors as some ombinations (e.g. green olors on white bakground) areeither invisible or hurt the eye on some projetors. It is a good idea to test your presentationon the projetor before giving the graded talk to make sure the olors show up as expeted.You will have a hane to do this during the trial talk.Show many �gures! It is diÆult for the audiene to understand even simple de�nitionswithout an illustration. You will have prepared your presentation well and (hopefully) knowit by heart, but the audiene hears it for the �rst time. Pitures add redundany, so theyallow the audiene to ross-hek whether their understanding of the previous formal de�nitionwas orret. Explaining pitures also slows down the presentation and gives people the timeneessary to absorb the material. Depending on your topi, you should onsider having apiture on (almost) every slide.Use a large font, and show one thing at a time! A slide only helps if it orresponds towhat the speaker is telling at the very moment. Slides that stay on for minutes while thespeaker is simply droning on makes the audiene lose attention. There may be tehnial slides(that explain an algorithm, say) whih are neessarily somewhat denser, but these should beexeptions. Every slide should fous on just one issue.Pratie your presentation! It's not easy to judge the length of a presentation without atuallygiving it. One you have pratised it a few times you'll now how muh time you need to explaineah part and an be sure that you stay within the allotted time. This is also a good way tobeome more on�dent and less nervous. You an pratie with an audiene (e.g. with a trialtalk in the exerise session) but also without one.
Content. The essential rule here is: keep it simple, but do the simple things well. We expetyou to stay within the allotted time of 4-6 minutes and there is only so muh you an say insuh a short time. So it makes sense to prefer simple over ompliated material. The time willnot allow you to explain the topi omprehensively. You may pik the most interesting resultsor one interesting diretion to present. Be prepared to answer questions about your topi, inpartiular about any terms you mention on your slides.
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